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Objective: To summarize studies that have tested the efficacy of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) sexual risk-reduction interventions in adolescents.

Data Sources: Reports were gathered from computerized databases, by contacting individual researchers, by searching conference proceedings and relevant journals, and by reviewing reference sections of obtained articles.

Study Selection: Studies were included if they investigated any educational, psychosocial, or behavioral intervention advocating sexual risk reduction for HIV prevention; used experimental designs (or other designs with adequate comparison groups); had behavioral-dependent measures relevant to sexual risk; sampled adolescents (age range, 11-18 years); and had sufficient information to calculate effect size (ES) estimates. Data from 44 studies and 56 interventions (N=35282 participants) that were available as of January 2, 2001, were included.

Data Extraction: Study information was coded, and individual ESs were calculated in SD units (the difference between the intervention and comparison condition means, divided by the pooled SD), with ESs coded so that positive signs indicated greater risk reduction.

Data Synthesis: Across the studies, reductions in sexual risk were greater for adolescents who received the HIV risk-reduction intervention compared with those in the comparison conditions for 5 dimensions: condom use negotiation skills (mean ES, 0.50; 95% confidence interval [CI], 0.41-0.59), condom use skills (mean ES, 0.30; 95% CI, 0.09-0.51), communications with sexual partners (mean ES, 0.27; 95% CI, 0.19-0.36), condom use (mean ES, 0.07; 95% CI, 0.03-0.11), and sexual frequency (mean ES, 0.05; 95% CI, 0.02-0.09). Interventions achieved greater success with condom use (1) in noninstitutionalized populations, (2) when condoms were provided, (3) with more condom information and skills training, (4) when the comparison group received less HIV skills training, and (5) when the comparison group received more non–HIV-related sexual education.

Conclusion: Intensive behavioral interventions reduced sexual HIV risk, especially because they increased skill acquisition, sexual communications, and condom use and decreased the onset of sexual intercourse or the number of sexual partners.


HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY virus (HIV) infections continue to occur at a high rate in the United States and worldwide, with nearly half of all new infections in the United States occurring among young people between the ages of 13 and 24 years.1 An essential step in controlling the pandemic of HIV is helping adolescents reduce or avoid sexual risk behavior. Providing adolescents with the information, motivation, and interpersonal skills needed to avoid sexual risk (eg, to abstain) and reduce risk (eg, use condoms) is an important aspect of reducing the spread of HIV.2

Behavioral interventions to reduce the sexual risk of contracting HIV typically involve interactions between physicians or educators and participants in contexts in which exposure to risk-reduction messages is ensured (eg, clinics or classrooms). Risk-reduction strategies vary from broad and diffused dispersion of factual information about HIV to frank discussions of condom use for reducing HIV risk to small-group interventions to enhance motivation and relevant skills. Such motivation- and skills-based strategies best match the tenets of theories of HIV risk reduction.3,5
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In the present study, we used meta-analytic techniques6 to examine the extent to which the numerous HIV risk-reduction interventions have been successful at modifying behaviors that place adolescents at risk for HIV. An in
dication of successful risk reduction was taken from self-reports of behaviors such as condom use, sexual activity, communication with sexual partners, and other behavioral markers, and from objective measurements of skills (at using condoms or at the ability to negotiate condom use with partners). This study also tested predictions that risk reduction should improve in same-sex groups, with messages matched to the participants' needs, in non–school-related settings, and with larger intervention doses. We also examined the extent to which effectiveness depends on participant features, such as sex and race or ethnicity. Knowing the relative effectiveness for different sex and ethnic groups will help to describe whether extant interventions are meeting the needs of different subgroups of adolescents.

METHODS

SAMPLE OF STUDIES

We searched for relevant studies through the simultaneous use of several strategies: (1) searching electronic reference databases (MEDLINE, PsychINFO, AIDSLINE, CINAHL, Dissertations Abstracts Online, and ERIC) through December 15, 2000, (2) requests for papers sent to individual researchers and to e-mail list serves, (3) searching reference sections of obtained articles, (4) manually searching through conference proceedings (eg, those of the American Public Health Association), and (5) manually searching through recent issues of journals likely to publish intervention results (eg, AIDS Education and Prevention: Official Publication of the International Society for AIDS Education; American Journal of Public Health; Archives of Pediatrics & Adolescent Medicine; Health Psychology: Official Journal of the Division of Health Psychology, American Psychological Association; Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology; and JAMA: The Journal of the American Medical Association). Studies that matched the selection criteria and that were available as of January 2, 2001, were included.

SELECTION CRITERIA

To qualify for the sample, studies or portions of studies had to (1) evaluate an intensive educational, psychosocial, or behavioral intervention advocating sexual risk reduction for HIV prevention; (2) use a randomized controlled trial or a quasi-experimental design with rigorous controls; (3) have specific behavioral-dependent measures relevant to sexual risk; (4) have sampled from adolescents (precollege); and (5) provide sufficient information to calculate effect size (ES) estimates. Excluded were interventions that did not emphasize HIV content (eg, some abstinence programs, pregnancy prevention programs, and interventions conducted before the HIV pandemic) and extremely brief interventions for which message exposure was not ensured (eg, pamphlet studies). Also omitted were measures that were not specific to a particular sexual behavior (eg, general composite measures). In 22 studies, information was not sufficient to calculate ESs, but queries to these authors were generally successful, so 12 (35%) of these studies were retained. One report remained under embargo and is, therefore, not included in the analyses; the results were not significantly altered by its exclusion. Use of these criteria resulted in 45 independent studies, which included 56 separate interventions using 35,282 participants. Each intervention was treated as an individual study.

STUDY INFORMATION

Two raters independently coded each study to describe the studies and to determine in stratified analyses whether variation in ESs can be attributed to features of the studies. Across the study- and intervention-level categorical dimensions, coders agreed on 73% to 95% of judgments, with average κ values of 0.54 for variables coded with 80% or less agreement and 0.75 for variables coded with greater than 80% agreement. Disagreements were resolved through discussion. Effective reliability for the continuous variables was calculated by the Spearman-Brown result, which takes into account the mean interjudge correlation as well as the number of judges. The effective reliability was good, ranging from 0.86 to 1.00, with an average across categories of 0.91.

Estimates of the ES for each study were calculated from the information provided in the report or from the authors. Effect sizes were calculated in SD units because studies nearly always used parametric statistical tests with continuous measures of intervention effectiveness (eg, number of partners in the past 3 months). Specifically, the ES was calculated as the difference between the intervention and comparison groups, divided by the pooled SD; ESs were corrected for sample size bias. Signs of ESs were set so that positive values implied greater risk reduction. If more than one comparison group was available in the study, we used as the comparison the one most similar to the modal comparison group in the literature (eg, a wait list control group rather than a weakened-dose HIV risk-reduction intervention).

We calculated multiple ESs from individual studies when they had more than one behavioral measure or results separated by sex. We analyzed 2 categories of behavioral outcomes, one resulting from self-reports and one resulting from objective measures. The self-reported outcomes included (1) condom use (for anal, vaginal, or unspecified sex), (2) sexual frequency (general sex frequency or occasions, number of sexual partners, and delay or abstinence), and (3) communication (regarding sexual risk). The objective outcomes included (1) condom use skills or interpersonal communication skills (eg, negotiating condom use assertively by role-playing) and (2) indirect behavioral markers (acquired preventative prophylactics, tests for HIV, and tests for other sexually transmitted diseases). We averaged the ESs resulting from multiple measures of the same outcome.

We analyzed ESs using conventional fixed-effects meta-analytic procedures for each category of outcomes. Thus, each ES was weighted by the inverse of its variance to produce a weighted mean ES; we calculated 95% confidence intervals for each mean ES and estimated the homogeneity of the set of ESs that compose the mean. For ease of interpretation, the captions to Figure 1 and Figure 2 provide the equivalent odds ratio (OR), the ratio of the proportion of adolescents in the intervention condition who reduced risk relative to the comparison condition, for each mean ES. This value is derived from the equation by Chinn: OR = exponential(ES × 1.81). We used least squares regression models of the condom use ES values, weighting for inverse of the variance of each ES, to examine whether variability in ES values depended on studies' use of certain methods or participants. We then pursued a multiple regression model, which controls for intercorrelations among the maintained study dimensions. In multiple regression models, missing study information was imputed with mean replacement; no more than 12% of the values for any given dimension required imputation, and most (81%) required no imputation.

RESULTS

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDIES AND THEIR INTERVENTIONS

Of the 44 studies reviewed, 27 (61%) advocated behavioral theory to reduce risk, 38 (86%) were published in journals, and 37 (84%) were conducted in North America.
Thirty-four (77%) of the studies were conducted in medium to large cities, and 38 (86%) used primarily school or community contexts for their data collection. The age of the samples averaged 15 years (range, 11-18 years); participants were predominately of African American or African background (52.7%) and sexually active (55.6%). Few

Figure 1. Forest plots of effect sizes (ESs) and their 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for the outcomes of sexual frequency (left) and condom use (right). For sexual frequency (38 interventions), the mean ES was 0.05 (95% CI, 0.02-0.09) (P=.39 for homogeneity); the odds ratio (OR) was 1.10 (95% CI, 1.04-1.17). For condom use (42 interventions), the mean ES was 0.07 (95% CI, 0.03-0.11) (P<.001 for homogeneity); the OR was 1.13 (95% CI, 1.06-1.21). AIDS indicates acquired immunodeficiency syndrome.
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studies sampled adolescents who were known to engage in the sex trade (4 [9%]), to be incarcerated (2 [5%]), or to have a mental illness (1 [2%]). More commonly, the studies sampled adolescents who used illegal drugs (17 [39%]) or who drank alcohol (16 [36%]). Thirty-four (77%) of the studies used randomization to achieve experimental control; the control condition was most often a wait list (23 [52%]), but a sexual education comparison was also common (13 [30%]). Nearly half of the studies (20 [45%]) attempted to control bias by increasing the anonymity of the participants or by using nonintervention personnel to collect responses. For the present analyses, the measures were taken at a mean of 14.1 weeks from the point of the intervention (range, 0-88 weeks).

Interventions averaged about 12 participants in a session, met for a median of 4 sessions of 30 minutes each, and had a median of 1 facilitator. Most of the comparison groups (31 [70%]) were no-treatment, irrelevant-content, or wait-list controls, and they did not meet during the evaluation period; however, 13 studies (30%) used an alternative intervention as a comparison group and, for these interventions, the median number of sessions was 1, with a mean length of 54 minutes. All interventions (100%) provided HIV-related education, and often provided simple condom information and demonstrations (32 [59%]) and/or active interpersonal skills training (37 [68%]). Interventions only infrequently emphasized active condom-use (14 [25%]) and intrapersonal skills (17 [36%]). Similarly, only 14 (25%) of the interventions measured actual skills; of these, 11 assessed skills at communicating with sexual partners about risks and 3 assessed skills at using condoms. Only 13 (30%) of the reports stated that preliminary research was used to tailor the intervention's content to the participants, and only 12 (22%) explicitly matched the ethnicity of the facilitator to that of the participants. Finally, only 10 (18%) of the interventions provided condoms as part of the intervention or in the comparison group, but when they did provide condoms, they nearly always provided them to both groups.

**DID THE INTERVENTIONS WORK?**

Relative to comparison conditions, interventions significantly enhanced (1) participants' skills for sexual risk communications, (2) skills for condom use, (3) the quantity of sexual risk communications, and (4) participants' condom use; interventions also reduced sexual frequency outcomes (Figures 1 and 2).

Only 12 studies examined behavioral markers; in these studies, there was no constant intervention effect on acquisitions of condoms or spermicide, being diagnosed as having a sexually transmitted disease other than HIV, or, in the single study18 that examined this outcome, obtaining tests for HIV. Across all studies and outcomes, only 1 result (from 115 comparisons) significantly favored the comparison condition.20

**WHAT INTERVENTION DIMENSIONS EXPLAIN VARIATIONS IN CONDOM USE OUTCOMES?**

Because condom use is a key prevention strategy, and because this category of outcomes exhibited significant heterogeneity and presented sufficient studies, we concentrated further analyses on identifying methodological and participant characteristics that explain variability in the magnitude of ESs. No significant relations of the following dimensions appeared: group size, use of primarily one-
on-one vs group processes, stated use of pretesting to tailor the intervention’s content to the participants, matching the ethnicity of facilitators to participants, matching the sex of facilitators to participants, using same-sex groups, using peers as facilitators, the sex or racial composition of the sample, use of a randomized controlled design, the amount of attrition in the intervention group, the degree of self-selection among participants, the mean age of each sample, and use of classroom vs nonclassroom settings. Effect sizes also were unrelated to the interval that passed between the intervention’s end and the first measurement of condom use outcomes.

Seven factors were related to the success of the interventions in improving condom use; however, 2 were reduced to nonsignificance when other factors were controlled (ie, sample size and use of the behavioral theory to design the intervention). The remaining 5 study dimensions together explained 35% of the variation in the ESs, leaving only a marginally significant amount of variation in ESs unexplained (P = .06 for homogeneity). Adjusted mean ESs from this model show how intervention success depended on each of these 5 dimensions, holding variation on the other dimensions constant (Table). First, interventions implemented with institutionalized adolescents showed no change relative to the comparison group, whereas those with noninstitutionalized participants exhibited significant risk reduction. Second, interventions that provided condoms to participants improved condom use in the intervention group relative to the comparison group, whereas those that did not provide condoms showed no significant improvement. Third, as studies spent more time per intervention session on active condom instruction and training, they achieved greater success. The last 2 factors concerned the forms and dosage of training in the comparison conditions. Thus, fourth, studies in which the comparison groups spent more time per session in HIV-related skills training were associated with less intervention success. Finally, studies with comparison conditions that spent more time per session on non-HIV content (generic sex education) were associated with increased risk reduction.

Overall, the results of this review of controlled studies support the conclusion that behavioral interventions for HIV prevention in adolescents are successful at reducing the risk for acquiring HIV, as measured by condom use, sexual frequency outcomes (delay or abstinence from sexual intercourse), communication with sexual partners, and objectively measured condom use and negotiation skills. The results were relatively consistent for sexual frequency outcomes, but less consistent for most other study outcome dimensions (Figures 1 and 2). Although sexual risk reduction clearly occurred as a result of the behavioral interventions described in this literature, the magnitude of the reduction was small for the 2 most critical risk-reduction outcomes, sexual frequency (mean ES, 0.05; OR, 1.10) and condom use (mean ES, 0.07; OR, 1.13). These effects were small enough that across the entire literature, only 5 interventions yielded significant ESs for these measures.

### Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Dimension and Level†</th>
<th>Adjusted Mean ES (95% CI)‡</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Used institutionalized participants</td>
<td>Yes .04 (−10.17)  No .20 (0.10 to 30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provided condoms to participants</td>
<td>Yes 0.23 (0.04 to 0.41)  No 0.31 (0.06 to 0.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provided condom skills training to the intervention group, min/session</td>
<td>0 .08 (−0.02 to 0.18)  30 .25 (0.11 to 0.40)  60 .43 (0.18 to 0.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provided HIV skills training to the comparison group, min/session</td>
<td>0 0.14 (0.03 to 0.24)  15 0.00 (−0.14 to 0.14)  30 −0.14 (−0.37 to 0.09)  45 −0.27 (−0.61 to 0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provided generic sexual education to the comparison group, min/session</td>
<td>0 .10 (−0.01 to 0.20)  60 .15 (−0.04 to 0.25)  120 .20 (0.06 to 0.33)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; ES, effect size; HIV, human immunodeficiency virus.

*Condom use ESs for 42 interventions were modeled as the dependent variable in a weighted least-squares multiple regression, with each listed study dimension simultaneously entered as an independent variable; weights are the inverse of each ES’s variance. Positive ESs imply greater risk reduction for the intervention group than for the comparison group. The complete regression equation was as follows: 0.0781 – (0.0819 × institutionalization) + (0.1089 × condoms provided) + (0.3442 × number of hours per session of condom skills training in the intervention group) – (0.5468 × number of hours of session of HIV skills training in the comparison group) + (0.0498 × sexual education hours per session). In this equation, categorical dimensions were contrast coded for institutionalization; 1 indicates yes and –1, no; and for condoms provided, 1 indicates yes and –1, no. †Levels represent discrete observed categories (first 2 dimensions) or representative values along the continuous levels observed (last 3 dimensions). ‡Adjusted (statistically controlling) for the presence of other study dimensions.

Given the modest reductions observed, it may be tempting to conclude that sexual risk reduction in adolescents is a singularly difficult matter; however, it first should be recognized that risk reduction and behavior change are nearly always challenging. Prior meta-analytic reviews of adolescent health promotion studies that have assessed behavioral outcomes have obtained effects of similar magnitude. For example, meta-analytic studies on adolescent smoking prevention programs have found ESs ranging from 0.04 to 0.39; values of 0.01 to 0.06 have been found for pregnancy prevention programs and of 0.08 to 0.16 for drug prevention programs. A separate review of the pregnancy prevention studies among adolescents showed nonsignificant reductions (eg, for the initiation of sexual intercourse, an ES of 0.09 was found for young women and –0.01 for young men). These findings, together with the present overall results, corroborate the notions that adolescents often do not recognize their vulnerability to health threats,
Many studies have evaluated behavioral interventions emphasizing risk-related information and skills training to reduce the sexual risk of HIV transmission in adolescents, but the efficacy of these interventions and the reasons for varying efficacy across studies have been unknown.

We performed a systematic meta-analytic review of controlled trials in the literature meeting strict selection criteria to examine the efficacy of behavioral interventions at reducing risk for HIV transmission. The results indicate that behavioral interventions (1) improved adolescents’ skills in negotiating lower-risk sexual encounters, (2) increased the frequency of communications with sexual partners about safer sex, (3) promoted the acquisition of condoms or spermicides, (4) reduced sexual frequency outcomes, and (5) increased condom use. Condom use increased most among noninstitutionalized adolescents who were provided condoms and who received active training in the skills needed to use and negotiate condom use with a partner. Finally, behavioral interventions that pursue these strategies do not increase the frequency of sexual behavior, the number of sexual partners, or the onset of sexual debut.

including HIV, and that sexual exploration and some risk taking are developmentally normative.62

Because we had substantially more studies than prior syntheses62,63 of the adolescent literature have sampled (45 studies rather than, for instance, 1663), our review was able to detect factors that were associated with intervention success. In particular, our condom use results help to explain why studies may have produced small effects, and suggest strategies to enhance intervention efficacy. First, interventions succeed better with noninstitutionalized than with institutionalized participants. It is a significant hurdle in achieving risk reduction when the adolescents who take part in interventions are (involuntary) residents of centers for runaways or correctional facilities for juvenile offenders. Interventions tailored to the unique needs and circumstances of institutionalized youth need to be developed and evaluated. Second, providing condoms increases their use, but only when paired with a behavioral risk-reduction intervention; no such tendency was observed for the comparison group participants. Our analyses revealed that providing condoms did not accelerate the onset of sexual debut nor increase the number of sexual partners, corroborating others’ findings64 and allaying concerns about the iatrogenic effects of behavioral interventions to reduce risk.

Third, more condom skills training resulted in more condom use. Even though the intervention group received relatively brief amounts of training (eg, 15–20 minutes per session), the pattern was still observed and it remained regardless of the number of sessions in which participants received training. Adolescents are able to benefit even from a single skills-training session. Fourth, and paralleling the third finding, the amount of HIV risk training in the control group reduced the observed effect. Risk reduction was observed in those interventions that provided weakened doses of information or skills to their comparison groups.65 Consequently, the comparison to the intervention group grew smaller than it would have been if the comparison groups received no such training. Finally, and perhaps most intriguingly, when those in the comparison conditions received only generic sexual education (ie, without specific HIV content), the magnitude of observed intervention effects actually increased. This result is our clearest indication that information alone is insufficient to alter condom use behavior.

Because no single study combined optimal levels of all 5 of these factors, it seems a reasonable inference that greater risk reduction is possible if a single intervention were to have optimal levels of each factor. For example, a study that samples noninstitutionalized adolescents and uses an intervention that provides condoms and 1 hour of active instruction in condom information and skills ought to improve condom use by 0.61 SDs (OR, 3.02) relative to a comparison group that receives no HIV-specific education or skills training.

The effects of the behavioral interventions were larger when measured by condom use skills (mean ES, 0.30; OR, 1.72), sexual communication skills (mean ES, 0.50; OR, 2.47), and communications outcomes (mean ES, 0.27; OR, 1.64) than by the other outcomes. These findings indicate that interventions are on average successful, but they leave a question: Why do sexual behavior measures, which are the most important public health outcomes, show less success than the skills or communications outcomes? Skills and communications are temporally before actual risk behavior and should predispose individuals to greater risk reduction. One answer to the question is that the skills assessments address only the individual half of the risk situation—sexual partners are omitted from the equation—whereas the other measures reflect the action of dyads. The communication measures reflect the dyadic interaction, but fall short of reflecting actual sexual behavior. Another answer is that it is simply easier to display condom use skills on intervention measures than to use them in the emotional and sexually charged context. Research to develop risk-reduction strategies tailored to such high arousal contexts is needed.

The present results are encouraging in that well-trained facilitators, regardless of their race or ethnicity, can assist adolescents in their risk-reduction efforts. As Jemmott and Jemmott66 discussed, most interventions are designed to be culturally sensitive. Similarly, because African Americans are at generally greater risk for acquiring HIV than are white Americans, it is heartening to see that interventions succeeded as well with this subgroup as with others. Yet, with 36 (82%) of the studies deriving from the United States, it is desirable to conduct future trials in a wider range of geographical regions and risk contexts. Indeed, the development, implementation, and evaluation of behavioral interventions for adolescents should be a high priority in those African and Asian countries that have been hit hardest by the pandemic or that report an accelerating incidence of HIV. Such interventions—if informed by behavioral science theory and reasonably tailored to the local customs and traditions, sex, and developmental status—can be expected to avert many HIV infections among the world’s most vulnerable youth.
In conclusion, recent HIV prevention theories emphasize behavioral skills as the most proximal determinant of risk behavior. In this light, it is heartening that HIV risk-reduction interventions for adolescents clearly improve objectively measured skills, and lead to more self-reported sexual communications with partners. Fewer data are available to link skills acquisition with sexual behavior change and reduced incidence of sexually transmitted infections. Studies are needed to gather such data, but even while they are being conducted, the results of this meta-analysis are informative. Behavioral interventions that supplement accurate risk information and strengthen adolescents' interpersonal skills are most likely to reduce their risk for infection with HIV and other sexually transmitted infections.
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